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The ubiquitous social networking site, Facebook,
registered over one billion active users in 2012 and
continues to grow (Facebook, 2018a). Not surprisingly,
communication researchers around the world noticed
this phenomenal shift in communication practice, a
practice aided by a combination of digital communica-
tion tools—easy to access communication networks,
low cost bandwidth, smartphones, application features,
and so on. These developments transformed the under-
standing of “social networks,” turning them from face-
to-face interactions among small groups into world
spanning digital connections, from networks of busi-
ness or professional associations supported by ana-
logue or “old” communication practices (such as letter
writing, telephone calls, or conference meetings) into
always-on real-time tracking of people’s activities.
This review examines 400 articles published
between 2006 and 2017 in peer reviewed communica-
tion-related journals and listed in the EBSCO
Communication Source database. The database
returned the initial list of articles to a query using the
single search term “Facebook.” Subsequent analysis
grouped the articles into a number of themes. As we
will see, much of the published research that involves
Facebook addresses not Facebook itself but Facebook
as a source of material or research data on more partic-
ular communication topics. In a way, Facebook appears
as another medium for communication.
After some introductory comments on the histo-
ry and prior study of Facebook, this review will pres-
ent the key themes that appear in the research. These
include Facebook in theoretical perspectives,
Facebook used in interpersonal communication,
Facebook’s relationship to journalism, Facebook in
education, Facebook in political communication, cor-
porate and organizational use of Facebook, legal and
ethical issues arising with Facebook, and other areas
of research.
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1. Background: History and Prior Reviews
A. History
Historical background on Facebook appears in a
number of places, from admiring biographies (McGirt,
2007) to official pages (Facebook, 2018b) to journal
articles that draw on these and other materials to pro-
vide a fairly detailed history (Alves Ribeiro Correia &
Rafael Moreira, 2014, 2015). Most retell the basic
story of how Facebook founders Mark Zuckerberg,
Dustin Moskovitz, Chris Hughes, and Eduardo Saverin
launched Facebook in 2004, expanding it from a col-
lege-centric web resource at Harvard University to its
public development later in the year. Zuckerberg
admits that he hacked into Harvard’s student resources
for the initial photos and data, but soon, compelled by
the university, he took down the site in the interests of
student privacy (McGirt, 2007). 
Facebook did not originate the concept of a social
media site, with predecessors like SixDegrees,
launched in 1997; LiveJournal, in 1999; and MySpace,
in 2003. In addition, any number of other social net-
working sites emerged around the same time: IBM
Buddy, Friendster, Tribe, LinkedIn, and so on (Alves
Ribeiro & Rafael Moreira, 2015). Good (2013) argues
for an even longer historical time line, comparing key
features of Facebook to scrapbooking, a print-era
medium dating to the 19th century. She identifies two
aspects of their common form: “First, a key shared fea-
ture is their containment of—and formal dependence
on—diverse streams of personal content. . . . [second]
both are personal media archives, or sites that house
personal media assemblages within a bounded setting,
with options for both private viewing and public dis-
play” (p. 559). In addition to these formal characteris-
tics, social media network sites also share functional
similarities such as documenting friendship, providing
tools, and offering ways to accumulate “cultural capital
through the expression of class distinctions and per-
sonal taste” (p. 561). Al-Suwaidi (2013) suggests a dif-
ferent historical metaphor to underlie the practices of
Facebook, likening its users to a tribe, drawing on his
own cultural norms in the United Arab Emirates. This
understanding of social network users leads to a critical
evaluation of “how social media changes marketing
strategies, consumer relationships, business models,
the rise of e-commerce, the impact on military affairs,
legal issues pertaining to copyright violations, the
effectiveness of the regulations and policies, and the
potential technological developments in the future,
including that of social media in shaping society”
(Priya, 2014, p. 159). 
Miller (2013) offers another cultural and histori-
cal look at Facebook: from the perspective of Trinidad,
where he argues that the local culture adapts Facebook
into existing social networks (reported by Cirucci,
2012). The challenge to the local culture arises not
from the tools but from the scope of an expanding net-
work (p. 698). While not focusing specifically on
Facebook, Duff (2016) provides a wider historical con-
text of the California Silicon Valley culture to which
the Facebook founders turned to develop their ideas
and company. After a detailed and helpful literature
review of key writing on Silicon Valley culture, Duff
presents interviews with key individuals to provide
context on the three keys themes of the information
revolution, the growth of information capitalism, and
“the normative crisis of the information society” (p.
1605). This cultural mix has worked to reshape
Facebook and the other Silicon Valley firms even as
those companies have redefined “information.”
A very different approach to Facebook’s history
focuses on the technical infrastructure that makes it
possible to host over one billion users (Farahbakhsh,
Cuevas, Ortiz, Han, & Crespi, 2015).
B. Past reviews
Several past reviews offer a snapshot of
Facebook at particular times; these note, however, that
the changing nature of Facebook as a platform and as
a company makes generalization difficult. Caers, De
Feyter, De Couck, Stough, Vigna, and Du Bois (2013)
focus their examination on 114 peer reviewed articles
that address the economic and psychological areas of
Facebook use. After providing a brief history of
Facebook (since its opening to the public in 2006) and
the general operation of a social networking site, they
examine motivations to join Facebook, which include
the playfulness of the site, pressure from others as the
critical mass of users increased, and the facilitation of
social identity (pp. 984–985). They distinguish initial
motivations to join from the motivations to stay on
Facebook, which they judge understudied. The
research team summarize studies of user characteris-
tics, finding gender differences in privacy profiles but
not in adoption. Not surprisingly studies conducted
between 2006 and 2012 found extroversion and open-
ness to new things positively correlated with social
networking membership but conscientiousness and
emotional stability negatively correlated (pp.
985–986). The research team urges caution on this
since the initial studies had small, mostly convenience
samples from U.S. universities. They cite other studies
that examine the nature of the social networks (size of
networks, similarity of online and offline friends,
social attractiveness, etc.). Other psychological traits
associated with Facebook users include self-disclosure
and what the research team calls “me-marketing” (p.
988). The prevalence of these behaviors varies with
age, with self-conscious self-presentation, and for stu-
dents, with the move into professional careers. Some
studies also pair the self-disclosure with privacy con-
cerns and with other effects of Facebook use, with stu-
dents in the U.S. and Germany reporting jealously and
mixed experiences with social capital.
Caers and his colleagues then turn to the econom-
ic literature and report on how organizations (mostly
for-profit) have begun using Facebook for marketing,
branding, and reputation management. In addition,
they note how scholars, libraries, and teachers have
incorporated Facebook in their work. A few companies
at the time of the review managed online recruiting and
evaluation through Facebook. Caers and his team con-
clude by identifying seven areas for future research:
• why non-users avoid Facebook and former users
abandon it
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• how Facebook behaviors connect with various per-
sonality traits
• how online bullying is perceived by friends’ net-
works
• how users deal with privacy concerns and policies
• how organizations use Facebook for recruitment
and vetting of candidates
• how organizational image is affected by organiza-
tions’ use of Facebook for recruiting
• how customers perceive Facebook information
about companies as objective, advertising-driven,
or branding (p. 995)
Rains and Brunner (2015) reviewed studies of
Facebook (primarily, though they included other social
networking sites [SNS]); the review focuses on research
methods. They describe the review in this way: 
The purpose of this review is two-fold. We first
report the results of a content analysis examining
the SNS brands studied among research pub-
lished in six interdisciplinary journals. Each of
the six journals publishes research about the
social implications of communication and infor-
mation technologies conducted by scholars
working in a range of fields across the social sci-
ences. The goal of the content analysis is to
determine the degree to which SNS scholarship
in these journals has been limited to the study of
specific SNS brands such as Facebook. Based on
the results of the content analysis, we then con-
sider the implications of conducting research
focused on a single brand for advancing scholar-
ship on SNSs more broadly. How might the ten-
dency to focus on a single brand impact the con-
clusions we can draw from this body of scholar-
ship about the uses and effects of SNSs? Five
issues are considered in this essay, including
concerns with generalizability, the potential to
privilege a particular group, the undue influence
of corporate practices, the potential to encourage
a focus on features, and the possibility that the
SNS of interest may become obsolete. (p. 115)
Their content analysis identified both the most studied
networks and the frequency of articles published in the
journals between 2006 and 2013, finding a steady
increase of articles over the years. They also identified
research methods used in the studies: content analysis,
ethnography, experiment, focus group, interview, mul-
tiple methods, social network analysis, and survey. Of
these, the most common were multiple methods (41%)
and content analysis (31%). Based on their findings,
they note the risks of too strong a focus on Facebook (a
lack of generalizability), the potential distraction by
specific features (leading to a loss of focus on the more
general communication patterns), and the potential
skewing of results based on corporate policy. They also
discuss the need to expand theory on the uses and
effects of social networking sites.
Lincoln and Robards (2014) offer a brief review
of 10 years of Facebook research in their introduction
to a special issue of New Media & Society (volume 16,
number 7). They point out:
The scholarship surrounding Facebook emerged
relatively quickly, and there is now a substantial
body of work on the site on a range of topics and
intersections, such as youth (boyd, 2008, 2014;
Livingstone, 2008; Robards, 2012), trolling
(Karppi, 2013), politics (Lee, 2013), and privacy
(Tufekci, 2008). Notably, boyd and Ellison
(2007) set out to map a brief history of social
network sites up until 2007, and succeeded in
creating a point of reference that many scholars
still use and critique. In their pre-Facebook his-
tory, boyd and Ellison (2007) included sites like
LiveJournal, Friendster, and MySpace, but it
was clear that the emergence of Facebook—
especially from the late 2000s—changed the ter-
rain of the social web dramatically. Scholars
from across a range of disciplines, including
communications and media studies, sociology,
psychology, education, law, and beyond the
social sciences were drawn to Facebook as a
social phenomenon in itself, but also as a means
by which the broader social world could be bet-
ter understood (Miller, 2011). The treatment of
Facebook as a data repository for research has
also been critiqued (Zimmer, 2010), mirroring
concerns in a more popular discourse around pri-
vacy, boundaries and disclosure in the age of the
social web. (pp. 1047–1048)
The issue itself provides a wealth of information about
research on Facebook, including the essay of Caers and
his colleagues cited above.
De Omena and Martins Rosa (2015) offer a brief
review of how Portuguese researchers have studied
Facebook, structured around research questions that
review methodologies, search terms, and user popula-
tions. Markham (2016) gives a more focused sense of
how researchers can approach Facebook as he reviews
three books (Dencik & Leistert, 2015; Trottier &
Fuchs, 2014; Uldam & Vestergaard, 2015) dealing with
social media and protests. 
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A great deal of the reported research applies com-
monly used communication theories or constructs to
Facebook. These range from the third person effect,
groups, persuasion, discourse studies, diffusion of inno-
vation studies, social interaction, social cognitive theo-
ry, social comparison, the two-step flow of information,
and various approaches to uses and gratification.
A. Diffusion of innovations
Hofstra, Corten, and van Tubergen (2016) apply
diffusion theory to Facebook adoption among adoles-
cents in The Netherlands. Not surprisingly, those with
greater online access tend to be early adopters.
Similarly, the number of social friends who have
accounts predicts adoption, as does an outsider status
(non-native teens).
B. Gender
While many studies mention gender, only a few
of them focus on it. Oberst, Chamarro, and Renau
(2016) begin by noting that adolescent boys and girls
use Facebook differently and then ask whether that
connects to how they portray themselves on their pro-
file pages. Using the Bem Sex Role Inventory, they
asked their 623 participants to rate themselves and oth-
ers. They found
that adolescents consider themselves to be less
sexually differentiated than a typical adult of
their own sex, both in their self-perception and
their self-portrayal on Facebook. The study con-
firms that the psychological well-being of girls
decreases considerably with age and that it is
associated with a greater degree of masculinity.
We conclude that adolescents produce accurate
self-representations on their Facebook profiles,
and both boys and girls tend to offer a less sexu-
ally differentiated self-concept and self-portray-
al than that of the typical adult, with a slight
preference for masculine traits; moreover, mas-
culinity is associated with a greater degree of
psychological well-being. (p. 81)
C. Groups
Despite Facebook’s group feature, few have stud-
ied it, though many researchers make note of it or of
people using the feature. Frisby, Kaufmann, and Beck
(2016) compared Facebook, Twitter, and videoconfer-
encing software as group tools in an academic setting,
though with a small number of students (N=28). They
found little difference among the three tools in terms of
the student response and group characteristics.
Sormanen, Lauk, and Uskali (2017) studied actual
Facebook ad hoc groups in Finland, asking whether
they could have an effect on civic engagement. After an
initial step of categorizing groups according to their
purpose (entertainment, social connection, issue dis-
cussion, etc.), they found the “the results show that
ambitions and objectives of ad hoc groups differ
notably according to their main mission,” with marked
differences between discussion groups and those seek-
ing to influence society. The latter groups received
greater media visibility, often connected to the nature
of their content (p. 77).
D. Expectancy violation theory
Fife and his colleagues have suggested that the
older interpersonal expectancy violation theory—orig-
inally proposed to address nonverbal communication
norms—may well usefully apply to some behaviors on
social media. They have tested their proposals with
focus groups (Fife, Nelson, & Bayles, 2009) and with
user surveys (Fife, Nelson, & Zhang, 2012). They note
some moderate correlations between reduction in
uncertainty and positive evaluations of expectancy vio-
lations.
E. Intercultural communication
As a global brand and network, Facebook has the
potential to foster intercultural communication. Several
studies compared Facebook use across cultures, usually
focusing on college students. Using the social informa-
tion processing theory and the theory of cultural dimen-
sions, Barry and Bouvier (2012) describe cultural dif-
ferences in Facebook use by students in the United Arab
Emirates and Wales, noting variation on things as dif-
ferent as concepts of what Facebook is to issues of pri-
vacy. Drawing a contrast between cultural individual-
ism and collectivism, Lin and Sackey (2015) compared
U.S. college student Facebook users to Ghanian college
student users, finding the Ghanian students more open
to online self-disclosure and more likely to use interac-
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2. Facebook in Theoretical Perspectives
tive features, but the American students more likely to
use the like button. Hamas Elmasry, Auter, and
Peuchaud (2014) also compared self-disclosure, but
among students from Egypt, Qatar, and U.S., finding
clear cultural predictors of level and content of self-dis-
closure. American students’ pages focused more on
social life, for example, while those of Egyptian stu-
dents more on politics. Beginning with the idea of
cross-cultural social capital, Jiang and de Bruijn (2014)
found an positive association between Facebook use
and cross-cultural social capital; follow-up interviews
indicated key variables like type of Facebook interac-
tion, the circumstances of Facebook use, and the cultur-
al background of users each played a role. 
Croucher and Rahmani (2015) examined intercul-
tural aspects of immigrant users within the dominant
group. Their six-year longitudinal study showed that
Muslim immigrants to the U.S. who used Facebook for
social interaction with their own group showed less
motivation to adapt to the majority culture; greater
Facebook use with their group also led to more nega-
tive perceptions of the U.S. culture. Other groups man-
aged cultural identity. Mao and Qian (2015) inter-
viewed overseas Chinese professionals about their
Facebook activities, noting that maintaining their
social networks and Chinese cultural identity coincid-
ed with their adaptation to their host countries.
F. Psychological variables
The communication practices of Facebook lend
themselves to study according to a number of psycho-
logical variables. Wright (2012) looked at Facebook
use as an emotional support tool by university students
in the United States to manage stress. In Colombia,
Rivero Ortiz, Gutiérrez, and Baquero Rodríguez (2014)
found that students used Facebook as an “affective
prosthesis,” as a way to externalize their emotions lin-
guistically. Binns (2014) offers an exploratory of study
of how U.S. teenage girls create online personae to
mask their emotions. Taking the lead from the literature
that shows how social interaction affects a sense of
well-being, Burke and Kraut (2016) found that specif-
ic Facebook activities (like receiving targeted commu-
nication) did improve well-being while others (one-
click feedback) did not. Panger (2016) offers a
reassessment of a 2014 experiment run by Facebook in
which it manipulated its users’ news feeds to affect
their well-being. Though critical of the ethical short-
comings of the study, he points out the importance of
the topic and encourages better designed and more eth-
ical approaches. Jung, Pawlowski, and Kim (2017)
offer such a study to test a goal hierarchy approach to
well-being. Their interviews with 161 Facebook users
showed “relationships between the ultimate goals of
Facebook use (e.g., psychological stability, belonging-
ness) and the dimensions of [psychological well-
being] (e.g., self-acceptance, autonomy)” (p. 1391).
Seo, Kim, and Yang (2016) found a two-step connec-
tion: the greater the social interaction on Facebook and
the speedier the responses from friends led to an
increased sense of social support, which in turn allevi-
ated loneliness and increased a sense of well-being.
Similarly, Vitak and Ellison (2013) noted how
Facebook use led to a greater sense of social support.
Does Facebook use foster narcissism? McKinney,
Kelly, and Duran (2012) cite mixed results in earlier
research. Their own study did find that “higher levels
of narcissism were associated with a larger number of
Facebook friends and with the number of self-focused
‘tweets’ an individual sends” (p. 108). A number of
media factors affect Facebook self-presentation, with a
sample of U.S. college students who rated highly in
internalization of media stereotypes more likely to
adopt more revealing profile pictures (Kapidzic, &
Martins, 2015). Similar social comparison effects
appeared with variables like self-esteem and closeness
of friend relationship factored in (Liu, Li, Carcioppolo,
& North, 2016). 
G. Self-disclosure
Relational closeness presumes a degree of self-
disclosure and a number of researchers have explored
how Facebook can function as a means of self-disclo-
sure. Ledbetter, Mazer, DeGroot, Meyer, Yuping, and
Swafford (2011) tested a model of relational closeness
that included online friends. “Results generally sup-
ported the model, with the interaction effect between
self-disclosure and social connection directly predict-
ing Facebook communication and indirectly predict-
ing relational closeness” (p. 27). As expected from the
literature, greater self-disclosure on Facebook led to
uncertainty reduction (Palmieri, Prestano, Gandley,
Overton, & Zhang, 2012). Duguay (2016) explored a
related relationship between self-disclosure and con-
text collapse with a group of young LGBTQ, asking
about both their use of social networks and the ways
they control their self-disclosure across network con-
texts. Self-disclosure can occur outside of the context
of interpersonal relationships. Hassan, Mydock,
Pervan, and Kortt (2016) asked about self-disclosure
connected to brands, where communities of user
engage in a “brand mediated intimacy.” The
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researchers judge this to function as a value creating
behavior.
H. Third person effect 
Long studied in communication, the third person
effect describes a phenomenon in which people believe
others to be more influenced by media content than
they themselves are. Tsay-Vogel (2016) applied the
theory directly to Facebook, investigating how users
viewed themselves versus other users in terms of the
desirability of the social network. Lev-On (2016) con-
ducted similar research in Israel with a representative
sample of Facebook users, who indicated that others
were more vulnerable to various risks arising from the
social network than they themselves. An experiment at
a U.S. university on perception of news stories report-
ed on Facebook indicated greater support for the
Differential Impact Hypothesis (that personal rele-
vance matters more) than for the third person effect
(Schweisberger, Billinson, & Chock, 2014).
I. Uses and gratifications
The general uses and gratifications approach to
communication study focuses on audience needs, ask-
ing which media a given person or audience employs to
satisfy particular needs. Treating Facebook as a medi-
um among others, researchers, often employing survey
methods with Facebook participants, have explored
how those users regard Facebook. Lai and Yang (2016)
explore the motivations to use specific Facebook fea-
tures (social interaction, social games, etc.) and found
motivations that “social needs, enjoyment needs, and
trend-following significantly influence the use of the
social interaction features on Facebook, while immer-
sion needs and achievement needs significantly influ-
ence the use of social games associated with the web-
site” (p. 1310). Park and Lee (2014) compared users’
motivations to participate in Facebook to “Facebook
intensity” (a measure of user activity), finding that their
sample of college students identified five key motives:
“entertainment, relationship maintenance, self-expres-
sion, . . . communication,” and impression manage-
ment all correlated positively with increased intensity.
In anther study of intensity, Dhir and Tsai (2017) found
that adolescent and young adult Facebook users (par-
ticipating in three separate studies) differed in their
motivations; that information seeking predicted inten-
sity among young adults but exposure did not; and that
process-oriented uses (such as entertainment) predicted
greater intensity for both groups. A study of Kashmiri
university students highlighted two gratifications
sought: promoting global social relationships and
entertainment (Ali, Hassan Rashid, & Manzoor, 2015).
Examining photo sharing, Malik, Dhir, and Nieminen
(2016) identified “six different gratifications, namely,
affection, attention seeking, disclosure, habit, informa-
tion sharing, and social influence” from photo sharing.
They also found gender differences among their
respondents. Many of the studies also identified some
cultural and socio-economic differences, a result con-
firmed by studies in Jordan (Elananza & Mahmoud,
2016), in Argentina, (Linne, 2014), in Romania
(Gherheş & Obrad, 2916), in China (Chen &
Hanasono, 2016), and among different university stu-
dents (Stirling, 2016). Similarly, Ancu (2012) identi-
fied different uses and gratifications among older
adults, who sought “mood management” through
entertainment and emotional connections and “social
action” through expressing opinions and establishing
friendships (p. 1). Reinecke, Vorderer, and Knop
(2014) compared intrinsic and extrinsic motivations in
entertainment use of Facebook; based on their work,
they propose a theoretical model of entertainment
experience. Those with disabilities tend to use
Facebook for much the same reasons as do other
users—to connect with friends—rather than for advo-
cacy (Shpigelman & Gill, 2014).
Dainton and Stokes (2015) explored a specific
use of Facebook (relational management) and jealous-
ly. “Results indicate that individuals who are strongly
motivated to use Facebook for relationship mainte-
nance are more likely to engage in Facebook assur-
ances and monitoring but that there is a curvilinear
relationship between the maintenance motive and the
use of online monitoring. Regarding the patterns of
relationships among Facebook maintenance and the
various forms of jealousy, results indicate that the
more that individuals used online monitoring and
Facebook openness, the more of all four types of jeal-
ousy [trait, cognitive, emotional, and Facebook jeal-
ousy] they reported, whereas the use of Facebook pos-
itivity and assurances was negatively associated with
cognitive jealousy” (p. 365). Joining uses and gratifi-
cations study to another well researched area in com-
munication, Hunt, Atkin, and Krisnan (2012) exam-
ined the influence of communication apprehension on
Facebook use. The found and inverse relationship
between communication apprehension and “interper-
sonal, self-expression, entertainment, and passing time
motives” (p. 187). Orchard, Fullwood, Morris, and
Galbraith (2015) used a Q methodology to explore
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Facebook uses and gratifications in an more open-
ended manner. Their participants noted both positive
and negative gratifications, some finding Facebook
superficial and destructive and others identifying it as
a valuable social environment. Even those who might
seek a positive gratification such as increasing life sat-
isfaction may experience tension as Facebook use can
lead to negative outcomes such as negative social
comparison (Vigil & Wu, 2015) or envy (Grigore,
2015), outcomes that lead some to temporarily with-
draw from the site, taking a “Facebook vacation”
(York & Turcotte, 2015). Portwood-Stacer (2013)
examines this phenomenon of “non-consumption” as
both a performative and political act.
Vendemia, High, Andrew, and DeAndrea (2017)
asked why people “friend” those they dislike. An
analysis of their results indicated a number of uses and
gratifications reasons, including surveillance, monitor-
ing, and social comparison. Some, however, report a
concern for the privacy of their information, even as
they use Facebook for surveillance in the social realm
(Fulton & Kibby, 2017). Focusing on the Global South,
Arora and Scheiber (2017) discovered a different take
on privacy in terms of a gratification sought among
young Facebook users in India and Brazil: a desire for
privacy for romance or for cross-gender friendships. 
Two studies contrasted user motivations across
social networking platforms within the context of com-
mercial brands. Rubenking and Rister (2016) examined
Twitter and Facebook in terms of restaurant brands,
attending to information seeking and entertainment.
Phua, Jin, and Kim (2017) contrasted the use of
Snapchat, Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram for follow-
ing brands. The other social networks outscored
Facebook in a number of use areas: Snapchat in pass-
ing time and sharing problems; Twitter for brand com-
munity, and Instagram in showing affection and fol-
lowing fashion.
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3. Interpersonal communication
Communication researchers paid keen attention
to interpersonal communication, seeing the social net-
works of Facebook as a special case of social networks
in general, that is, places where people could engage in
interpersonal exchange. These researchers typically
regard Facebook as a technology aided social network
where the general theories of interpersonal communi-
cation apply. Facebook aids in interpersonal constructs
such as identity formation as well as in interpersonal
relationships themselves, whether friendship, roman-
tic, or family relationships.
A. Identity
A great deal of research addresses how people
communicate their identity or form it through commu-
nication. How does this occur on Facebook? Du Preez
and Lombard (2014) found that, despite Facebook’s
popular reputation as a place to create identities, little
difference appears between online and offline person-
ae. However, others have found more flexibility and
experimentation with identity: the creation of a
“bricolage identity” reflecting various values among
Iranian youth (Kianpour, Adlipour, & Ahmadi, 2014);
a ranchero identity among second-generation bilin-
gual Mexican immigrants in the U.S. (Sidury, 2015);
and a cultural identity among Filipino nationals in
India (Lorenzana, 2016). Lim, Vadrevu, Chan, and
Basnyat (2012) studied how Singaporean at-risk youth
use Facebook to manage reputation and face, tracking
how they used the various features of the social net-
work to express the power dynamics in their groups.
Robards (2014) considers Facebook’s “look back
videos” as a tool for memory that allow users to deep-
en their understanding of both their online personae
and of their identities.
Drawing on Goffman’s theories of the presenta-
tion of self and symbolic interactionism, several
researchers suggest how online identity works.
Farquhar’s (2013) ethnographic studies “indicate that
the Facebookers present over-simplified imagery to
reduce ambiguity and align with specific social
groups” and that users rely on schemas to guide their
interpretation (p. 446). Asking whether texts or
images carried more weight in self-presentation, Van
Der Heide, D’Angelo, and Schumaker (2012) found
that in choice between text and image, users gave pri-
ority to text; but when both appeared together, photos
more strongly influenced judgments of social orienta-
tion. Alfarid Hussain (2015) surveyed a group of
young users in Assam; the data indicate that they treat
Facebook as a “front stage” for a virtual identity.
Dahiya (2016) examined the tools that college stu-
dents in India used to present themselves (images,
friends, status updates) and the perceived conse-
quences. Bouvier (2012) noted that college students in
Wales present their identity across several categories
of nationality, territory, national culture, or lifestyle.
Some have found that self-presentations do not always
align with the offline world. Consistent with the
hyperpersonal model of selective self-presentation,
Facebook users “believed that their own profile post-
ings made them come across more positively than
reality, but Friends’ postings made them come across
more negatively than reality” (Toma & Carlson, 2015,
p. 93). Factors external of Facebook can influence
self-presentation. Burke and Ruppel (2015) looked at
the role of social anxiety on self-presentation. Their
“results indicated that people reported greater interac-
tion success on days when they reported greater posi-
tive Facebook self-presentation motivation and less
negative Facebook self-presentation concern in con-
junction with less social competence. Moreover, peo-
ple reported greater negative Facebook self-presenta-
tion concerns on the day following reports of high
social anxiety” (p. 204).
Others have noted that the process of identity for-
mation involves more than the individual. Based on a
comparative study of Facebook and the professional
networking site LinkedIn, van Dijck (2013) argues that
identity occurs between individual users, their employ-
ers, and the platforms themselves, with tools like con-
nectivity and narrative time lines controlling the iden-
tities of the users.
Another component of managing one’s identity
involves impression management: how can one influ-
ence how others view oneself? Scott’s (2014) experi-
ment with undergraduates showed that his sample
connected popularity (as measured by likes) to per-
ception of greater social and physical attractiveness.
Hall, Pennington, and Lueders (2014) found that
observers could accurately estimate various personal-
ity traits (extroversion, agreeableness) from Facebook
pages; they conclude that the Facebook users studied
succeeded in impression management, at least on
these scales. The same applies to corporate users who
wish to manage impressions and identity of their com-
panies (Lillqvist & Louhiala-Salminen, 2014). Ciacu,
Tasente, and Sandu (2013) include reputation man-
agement as part of impression management. In an
exploratory study of Facebook pages by Romanian
users, they identify the most popular pages and their
strategies for reputation management, which include
frequency of posting, stories, and feedback on com-
ments (p. 43). 
Group identity also emerges online. Grigoraşi
(2015) traces identity formation among members of
protest groups in Romania. Coretti and Pica (2015)
offer a more general model of how this occurs, but they
also note that the online push to centralize group identi-
ty leads to a loss of solidarity in the groups. Looking at
the Occupy Movement, Kim (2015) describes how local
groups use various visual imagery on Facebook to cre-
ate an identity tied to the history of social movements. 
B. Interpersonal relationships
Studies about Facebook address both romantic
and friendship-based interpersonal relationships.
Chambers (2017) asks a general question about
the possibility of relational intimacy and explores the
meaning of Facebook’s notion of “friendship.” She fur-
ther explore how social media have redefined ideas of
relational intimacy. Craig and Wright (2012) propose a
model of relational development and maintenance that
takes Facebook into account; their empirical test high-
lighted relational interdependence, commitment, and
predictability as important variables. Drawing on sev-
eral studies, McEwan, Fletcher, Eden, and Sumner
(2014) sketch out a measure of Facebook relational
maintenance behaviors among friends. They identified
key factors as social contact, response seeking, rela-
tional assurances, Facebook intensity, and online social
communication. Ellison, Vitak, Gray, and Lampe
(2014) also offer a set of relational maintenance behav-
iors based on a survey of adult users. They included
variables such as time on site, demographic variables,
number of Facebook friends, and a measure they devel-
oped, called Facebook Relational Maintenance
Behaviors. Bryant and Marmo (2009) suggest adding
the category of surveillance to the standard list of
maintenance strategies; they also suggest distinguish-
ing among acquaintance, casual friendship, and close
relationships when applying the strategies. In a later
study (2012), they used focus groups to develop
“friendship rules” for Facebook. These “included rules
regarding communication channels, deception and con-
trol, relational maintenance, negative consequences for
the self, and negative consequences for a friend” (p.
1013). Foster and Thorson (2016) found that stress
negatively affected the use of maintenance behaviors
such as assessment or messaging about the progression
of a relationship, but did not affect other maintenance
behaviors such as closeness messages, social contact,
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and relational assurances. Nam Mak and Chui (2014)
apply various relational management theories to work
colleagues’ relationships outside their workplace, pay-
ing particular attention to how they seek to influence
workplace behaviors.
Those involved in romantic relationships use
much the same relational maintenance strategies.
Stewart, Dainton, and Goodboy (2014) surveyed
undergraduate students in romantic relationships about
their approaches to maintaining the relationship. They
found “that when partners (a) perceived mutual and
definitional uncertainty in their relationship they used
more FB monitoring to maintain their relationship; (b)
when partners reported future and definitional certain-
ty they used more FB assurances and openness; (c)
when partners experienced FB jealousy they used more
FB positivity, openness, assurances, and monitoring;
and (d) when partners were satisfied they used more
FB positivity and assurances” (p. 13). 
The public quality of online intimacy leads to
sometimes mixed judgments. Bazarova (2012) found
that her participants judged greater intimacy from pri-
vate messages but an inappropriateness of public dis-
closures of intimacy, results she attributes to the
“sociotechnical” affordances of Facebook. Working
with an Italian group, Farci, Rossi, Boccia, and
Giglietto (2017) explored the impact of those affor-
dances on relational intimacy among friends. They
identified a number of strategies used by the group:
“showing rather than telling, sharing implicit content,
tagging, expectation of mutual understanding, and lik-
ing.” They continue, “These strategies produce a col-
laborative disclosure that relies on others’ cooperation
to maintain the boundaries between private and public
space” (p. 784). From this they suggest a model of
strategies to manage online intimacy. 
Given the international and intercultural nature of
Facebook, Eslami, Jabbari, and Kuo (2015) explored
the practice and role of compliments in the online
forum, with a focus on the Persian culture. 
The findings revealed that online medium of
communication and technological affordances
on Facebook have brought new norms of com-
munication into existence. The findings also
suggested that some emerging sociocultural fac-
tors such as cyber-feminism might have impact-
ed the participants’ preferences for more egali-
tarian patterns of language use when responding
to compliments from an opposite gender. More
importantly, the findings showed how marginal-
ized groups such as women in Iran benefit from
virtual spaces . . . to assert a linguistic identity of
self that is not easily possible to share publically
in real life settings. (p. 244)
On the other hand, Facebook can also give rise to neg-
ative emotions. Fleuriet, Cole, and Guerrero (2014)
manipulated Facebook posts in order to ask their
respondents about negative emotions such as jealousy.
Experiencing negative emotions correlated with “pre-
occupied attachment” (vs. dismissive attachment) and
gender (with females more likely to experience nega-
tive emotion). Hoffman and DeGroot (2014) found a
positive relationship between time spent on Facebook
and feelings of jealousy, as well as communicative
responses such as increased monitoring. 
In addition to negative emotions, relationship
management must deal with transgressions. Samp and
Palevitz (2014) set up an experiment where individuals
in dating relationships completed a measure of depend-
ence power and Facebook use and then rated hypothet-
ical partner transgressions expressed on a screenshot.
Participants indicated how they might respond (verbal
face-to-face) or nonverbal (monitoring or other mainte-
nance behavior). The researchers did not find a link
between dependence power and monitoring. 
Relationships, both off-line and online do end.
Using the relational dissolution model, LeFebvre,
Blackburn, and Brody (2015) investigate how people
behave online after a breakup. Working with college
students, they identified several actions: changing their
relational status, unfriending the former partner, and
limiting profile access. Lukacs and Quan-Haase (2015)
add to this understanding through a mixed-methods
study that explored the link between surveillance and
breakup distress.
C. Family
One key area of interpersonal communication
occurs within the family. Facebook can supplement
this, as young adults friend their parents or use the plat-
form to maintain family connections. Kanter, Afifi, and
Robbins (2012) found that having a parent on
Facebook did not lead to a sense of a loss of privacy
and, in fact, decreased family conflict even among
those who reported conflict before Facebook sharing.
Ball, Wanzer, and Servoss’ (2013) survey of college
students found that female students were more likely to
friend their parents and report more family communi-
cation. Those who adjust their privacy settings after
connecting with parents report fewer family conversa-
tions. However, using Communication Privacy
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Management theory to guide their analysis of survey
responses, Miller, Danielson, Parcell, Nicolini, and
Boucher (2016) found several themes related to family
conflict after Facebook adoption, including setting lim-
its on information ownership and creating inappropri-
ate assumptions based on private information. 
D. Social capital
A number of studies examine Facebook use
through the lens of social capital, applying a quasi-eco-
nomic term to interpersonal relationships. With
Facebook inviting users to friend and rate other users,
a quantitative mentality can quickly set in. Rashid
(2015) reports just such a study of university students
in Assam, noting the role of Facebook to enhance the
social capital of the students. Aubrey and Rill (2013)
also look at undergraduate students from this perspec-
tive and report two chief motives for Facebook use:
socializing and improving one’s status. Jin (2015)
“examined how the self-systems of users of the social
networking website Facebook (where a self-system
comprises four elements—self-efficacy, self-assertion,
social presence, and self-esteem) and intensity of use
affected the abovementioned social relations and social
capital effects. Using data from a survey of Facebook
users (N =306), the result revealed that Facebook
users’ self-systems played an important role in the for-
mation of bridging and bonding social relationships as
well as in generating social capital effects” (p. 501).
Bohn, Buchta, Hornik, and Mair’s (2014) study noted
that exaggerated posting and friend requests can lessen
social capital but addressed posts prove more success-
ful in increasing it.
Ellison, Gray, Lampe, and Fiore (2014) devel-
oped a method to gauge social capital and then apply
that to resource requests. They found that those who
self-report higher social capital will post more mobi-
lization requests and will more likely respond to
friends’ requests. Arguing that social capital is inher-
ently a structural concept, Brooks, Hogan, Ellison,
Lampe, and Vitak (2014) propose a method to study it
based on the topology of Facebook networks. They test
the model with employees at a U.S. university. Though
not specifically addressing social capital, Dunbar,
Arnaboldi, Conti, and Passarella (2015) do compare
the structure of online social networks to that of offline
networks and propose paying particular attention to
network layers.
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4. Journalism
Journalism, long a focus of communication
study, attracted a good deal of interest from those
studying Facebook. Many journalists individually or
on behalf of their employers, whether newspapers,
news magazines, news broadcasters, or online servic-
es, have established Facebook pages as a way to com-
municate with their respective audiences. In addition
Facebook itself offers news by providing information
services to its members either on their particular
newsfeeds or through links with their friends. A num-
ber of the topics that appear in the published studies
include how journalists use Facebook, news coverage
as reflected in Facebook, agenda setting, and audi-
ence engagement with the news or participation on
news sites.
Early examination of Facebook and other social
media sites, such as Twitter and YouTube noted how
these platforms contributed to a “decline in circula-
tion, advertising revenue, and numbers of pages”
(Levinson, 2010, p. 1). Others reported how estab-
lished journalism sought to integrate the online plat-
forms. In the context of Australian regional newspa-
pers, Hess and Bowd (2015) explore the “complex
power struggles taking place across these two media
platforms [print and Facebook]. On the one hand,
Facebook can facilitate public conversation and
widen the options for journalists to access informa-
tion; on the other, it has become a competitor as news
outlets struggle to find a business model for online
spaces” (p. 19). Sherwood and Nicholson (2013)
asked how Australian sports journalists used various
platforms, including Facebook. In-depth interviews
indicated that “while each is used differently for
reporting, sourcing, and researching news, and for
interacting with readers, this study found that most
sports journalists used this technology within the
boundaries of traditional journalistic practices and
norms” (p. 942). Lim (2014) reviewed how different
Asian news organizations followed institutional prac-
tices to establish “functional rules”: 
As functional platforms, Singapore’s and South
Korea’s news websites embed Facebook and
Twitter into news content, whereas China’s news
website provides local-based social media into
the content. In terms of functional individuality,
the news websites focus on such individual
activities as reply and connect. For functional
prominence, the news websites locate the entry
point of social media predominantly at the mid-
dle of the screen. However, these specific rules
vary with the nationality of each news website.
(p. 279).
Examining Dutch media practices, Hille and Bakker
(2013) found that legacy news media publishers
turned to Facebook in order to increase their distribu-
tion without adding costs. The strategy was not suc-
cessful because the “media do not seem to have a
clear strategy on using Facebook, which leads to an
underperformance on the social media platform with
low participation and minimal interaction” (p. 663).
Moe (2013) describes a different challenge when pub-
lic service media such as the Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation turned to Facebook. Here, Moe argues,
the use of a private, for- profit company by a public
service news entity blurs important lines. Larsson
(2017) offers a longitudinal look at Sweden’s major
newspapers as they incorporated Facebook, finding
that even as audience engagement increased (as meas-
ured by “likes”), the papers actually cut back on their
engagement with audiences. 
A number of other studies examine the ways in
which news organizations or journalists attempt to
engage their audiences and report the news. Almgren
and Olsson (2016) describe the use of Facebook plug-
ins so that readers can share journalistic content.
Marchi (2012) focuses on teenagers and their infor-
mation-seeking practices and preferences—looking
for opinions as well as objective reporting through the
social media sites. Stroud, Scacco, Muddiman, and
Curry (2015) ran a field study with local television
news staff to engage their Facebook followers in a
way to raise deliberative behavioral norms; they
found that staff intervention did indeed improve
deliberation. Bode (2016) explores the roles that
Facebook and Twitter play in disseminating political
news, noting that both users and journalists could
exploit this in a greater degree. Some journalists do
directly use Facebook as part of their reporting as did
a Brazilian news organization covering a teachers’
strike, by gathering information from audience
engagement and comments on the Facebook page
(Goulart Massuchin, & Quesada Tavares, 2016).
Bashri, Netzley, and Greiner (2012) offer mixed
results in their examination of how two major news
outlets (CNN and Al Jazeera [English]) gathered
information on the Arab Spring uprisings. “The use of
social media by Tunisian and Egyptian activists in the
uprisings led the researchers to believe that there
would be an extensive use of informal channels in
both outlets, but that was not the case” (p. 19), with
both preferring official sources. In an agenda-setting
study, Jacobson (2013), however, offers some evi-
dence that Facebook and other social media may
influence coverage. “This study uses a cross-lagged
panel analysis to determine to what extent audience
conversations on The Rachel Maddow Show’s
Facebook Page may have influenced the selection of
issues covered in the TV broadcast. Results show a
positive correlation between stories discussed on
Facebook and the subsequent airing of similar stories
on TV” (p. 338).
Several studies focus more on the process of
news than on journalistic organizations. Facebook’s
linking feature allows users to share comments and
discussion. Jacobson, Myung, and Johnson (2016)
compared links to two U.S. cable news programs: one
liberal and one conservative. They found support for
“previous research that suggests a relatively small
number of information resources receive most of the
news audience traffic, and . . . some support for other
studies that indicate that partisan political discussions
on social media are segregated by political orienta-
tion” (p. 875). Readers also use Facebook to partici-
pate in the news process, often pointing out missed
stories, correcting mistakes, and criticizing the jour-
nalists, a process documented in a study of Brazilian
newspaper pages (Caminada & Christofoletti, 2016).
Bolsover (2017), however, criticizes the general
research approach to news participation, suggesting
that it depends on Western theories such as that of the
public sphere. Her analysis of Chinese users’ com-
mentaries of political news leads her to call for a new
theoretical model.
Finally, even academics studying journalism have
incorporated Facebook. Bahfen and Wake (2015)
describe a five-year participant observation of their
work with former students and journalists to develop
both teaching and network resources in the Asia-
Pacific region.
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Whether by accident or design, Facebook has
emerged as both an educational venue and an educa-
tional tool, something communication researchers have
begun to examine. Reid (2015) gives a general intro-
duction to the ambitions of such enterprises in his
review of Kent and Leaver’s (2014) collection, noting
the generally instrumental approaches the authors in
the collection take. Cunha, van Kruistum, and van Oers
(2016) report on a Brazilian attempt to improve com-
munication between teachers and students through
Facebook interaction. Both online and classroom
engagement improved when Facebook became part of
the class processes. Sheldon (2016), using the theory of
reasoned action, asked why university students and
faculty would add each other to their Facebook net-
works, noting that personal attitudes often explained
that. Currie and Lee (2015) also report a positive eval-
uation of Facebook as an online course management
system in the U.S. Ha and Shin (2014) also report pos-
itive evaluation of Facebook as a learning tool by U.S.
students, though some students rated it more cynically.
In a different university, a content analysis of student
posts in communication classes indicated three gener-
ally positive themes: formal learning, resource sharing,
and self-promotion (Maben, Edwards, & Malone,
2012). In South Africa, graduate student learning
increased through a metacognitive reflection process
facilitated by interaction on a closed Facebook page
(Fourie, 2015). Also in South Africa, students made an
informal learning group out of participation in the
Media Works Facebook page (Hyde-Clarke, 2013). Wu
and Chen (2015) propose a more intentional use of
Facebook, suggesting that identifying factors linked to
educational success in Facebook will aid subsequent
student learning outcomes. They call attention to pro-
moting an intention to use Facebook, the harnessing of
social influence, and the development of information
quality. In England, a study of data from the Open
University examined how the university could build an
academic community among its distance education
clientele (Callaghan & Fribbance, 2016). A Slovenian
study poses a similar question among primary school
pupils. This younger group “use Facebook for learning
and they use it primarily as social support, which is
seen as exchanging practical information, learning
about technology, evaluation of their own and other
people’s work, emotional support, organizing group
work, and communicating with teachers. In using
Facebook, pupils acquire bridging and bonding social
capital; they maintain an extensive network of weak
ties that are a source of bridging capital, and deeper
relationships that provide them with emotional support
and a source of bonding capital” (Erjavec, 2013, p.
117). A Danish study (Aaen & Dalsgaard, 2016) looked
at high school students who organized their own
Facebook learning pages, without teacher intervention.
The students used Facebook to help one another on
assignments and homework, blending social life and
academics. A similar outcome occurred in South Africa
where a peer collaboration project in language learning
led to positive self-efficacy beliefs among the students
(Peeters, 2016). In Sweden, students used a closed
Facebook page, moderated by a tutor, to help one
another integrate into an academic system, providing a
co-learning environment (Cuesta, Eklund, Rydin, &
Witt, 2016). Barrot (2016) reports positive outcomes in
using Facebook as an e-portfolio system for an ESL
course, with students indicating improved writing
skills. Peeters (2015) also found that Facebook groups
helped language learners, by increasing their metacog-
nitive awareness through peer strategies. Teachers, too,
offer support for one another through Facebook
through developing “topic continuation strategies”
(Rashid, 2016).
Facebook has also proven successful to support
students in education abroad programs. Lee, Kim, Lee,
and Kim (2012) cite Facebook as a way for students to
manage stress and maintain cultural identity when
abroad. Dressler and Dressler (2016) report on students
who use Facebook posts to make sense of an education
abroad experience by sharing with their network of
friends at home.
Schools use Facebook for co-curricular organiza-
tion and for providing information. Assad (2015) tracks
one attempt in the United Arab Emirates to promote
university events and extracurricular activities, noting
that the students did not become involved with the
pages, treating the material as an information source
only. South African universities have incorporated
Facebook in their public relations activities, though
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5. Education
without completely integrating the platform as a way to
engage their various stakeholders (Mambadja,
Conradie, & Van der Waldt, 2015). 
The outcomes do not always appear uniformly
positive, however. Milošević, Živković, Arsić, and
Manasijević (2015) report how a Serbian group of stu-
dents in Belgrade did find Facebook to improve their
education, though reporting conflicting attitudes to it.
Souleles (2012) also notes both benefits and pitfalls of
embedding Facebook in an undergraduate visual com-
munication course in the U.S. Students reported both
an increase in peer-to-peer support and in student-
teacher interaction, though they found challenges in
setting boundaries in terms of what happens in
Facebook groups. Similarly, Coffelt, Strayhorn, and
Tillson (2014) report that students who “friend” their
teachers report mixed feelings, with teachers’ credibil-
ity often decreasing. In a more serious criticism, based
on experiences in Serbia, Radovanović, Hogan, and
Lalić (2015) note that Facebook use in schools can
extend the digital divide and lead to greater stratifica-
tion, based on “status, politics, and motivations. We
interpret educators’ reluctance to adopt new technolo-
gy as a reaction to the technology’s capacity to chal-
lenge the educators’ legitimacy, expertise, and pre-
ferred teaching materials. Students compound this situ-
ation with both greater familiarity and yet less focus on
source credibility” (p. 1733).
Some students have parlayed their Facebook time
into learning experiences through internships in which
they develop social media as part of their professional
immersion (McEachern, 2011). 
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6. Political Communication
Communication scholars have found in Facebook
a rich source of data on political communication. Some
have recognized in it a new media form that creates its
own discourse and a more visual political communica-
tion (Ionescu, 2013) while others have aimed to
describe its dynamics in terms of shifting social power
in democratic societies (Santos & Ndlovu, 2015) or as
a new opportunity for the public sphere (Raimondo
Anselmino, Reviglio, & Diviani, 2016). Some have
found Facebook a threat to public life (Marechal,
2012), a claim debated by others (Pennington, 2013).
However, no one doubts the worldwide impact of
Facebook in political discourse. Just the last eight
years have seen political communication analyses of
the role of Facebook in Argentina (Slimovich, 2016),
Chile (Cabalin, 2014), Finland (Sormanen, Lauk, &
Uskali, 2017), Germany (Nitschke, Donges, & Schade,
2016), Greece (Theocharis & Lowe, 2016;
Theodoropoulou, 2016), Hungary (Bene, 2017), Israel
(John & Dvir-Gvirsman, 2015), Italy (Casteltrione,
2016), Iraq (Al-Tahmazi, 2015), Libya (Sommer &
Rum, 2013), New Zealand (Ross, Fountaine, &
Comrie, 2015), Palestine (Khamis, 2016), Romania
(Aparaschivei, 2011), Russia (Pilgun &
Gradoselskaya, 2015), South Africa (Bosch, 2013;
Ndlovu & Mbenga, 2013; Steenkamp & Hyde-Clarke,
2014), Taiwan (Wen, 2014), Turkey (Öngün, 2015), the
United Kingdom (Casteltrione, 2016), the United
States (Hanson, Haridakis, Cunningham, Sharma, &
Ponder, 2010; Glassman, Straus, & Shogan, 2015),
Zambia (Mkandawire, 2016), and Zimbabwe
(Chibuwe & Ureke, 2016; Santos & Ndlovu, 2015).
Scholars have focused on different aspects in
considering the impact of Facebook on politics. As
noted above, Facebook has created an additional visu-
al element in political communication. Noting that aca-
demic study of online campaigns has concentrated on
texts, Lee and Campbell (2016) looked at political
posters on Facebook, finding that very few received
much attention. Rather than posters, Öngün (2015)
examined cover photos in official party Facebook
pages in Turkey, noting how they function to interpel-
late the viewer into the party, thus increasing engage-
ment. Hurcombe (2016) offers a content analysis of the
themes reflected in the Facebook page of an Australian
candidate, noting that they create a “mythic campaign
image” focused on “military, heterosexual family,
statesmanship, athleticism, and activeness” (p. 19).
Studying the 2012 Egyptian election, Khamis and
Mahmoud (2013) suggest that the Facebook images lit-
erally provided framing of issues and candidates.
Sommer and Rum (2013) took a slightly different
approach to images on political Libyan Facebook
pages, noting how the Libyan Youth Movement used
them to create a group identity and community goals
during the Libyan revolution. Ionescu (2013) tracks
how image uploads connect to higher voter engage-
ment, particularly in light of the lower cost factors in
using Facebook.
Many others have asked the questions of
whether and how Facebook use connects to voter
engagement, taking perspectives ranging from estab-
lished political parties to ad hoc groups. Sung Woo
Yoo and Gil de Zúñiga (2014) compare the uses of
Twitter, Facebook, and other social networking sites
for political purposes, finding that education level
predicted using Facebook for knowledge of civic
activities and issues. Bosch (2013) offers a case study
in South Africa among youth to examine the possibil-
ities of “e-democracy.” Mihailidis, Fincham, and
Cohen (2014) used both surveys and focus groups to
explore how young people evaluate the possibility of
Facebook for civic dialogue. With findings that con-
tradict some of the optimistic views of youth political
engagement, Theocharis and Lowe’s (2016) field
experiment discovered “that maintaining a Facebook
account had clearly negative consequences on reports
of offline and online forms of political and civic par-
ticipation” (p. 1465). Another study by Theocharis
found some support for a positive connection between
Facebook use and use of politically oriented sites, but
that does not carry over to the offline world
(Theocharis & Quintelier, 2016). On the other hand,
Lin’s (2016) study of the 2012 Taiwanese presidential
election found that for younger voters (those under
25) pre-elective engagement in political activities on
Facebook predicted post-election political participa-
tion. Drawing on the relational maintenance litera-
ture, Kim, Park, and Im (2015) describe the strategies
that U.S. senators used to maintain relationships with
their constituents. Of six strategies, they found the
greatest use of positivity and openness and the least
use of access and assurance. Based on their findings,
they suggest ways that politicians can better engage
with their constituents.
Casteltrione (2016), using data from Italy and
the UK notes that while both high and low engaged
citizens look at the Facebook pages of political par-
ties, the highly engaged group “take more advantage
of the mobilization affordances of Facebook, whereas
less politically active participants employ this social
networking site mainly for political information.
Activists consider Facebook as a key tool for the
organization of political initiatives, enabling them to
quickly communicate and coordinate, and to operate
independently from traditional political institutions
such as parties and trade unions” (p. 177). Chan
(2016) applies the “O-S-R-O-R (Orientation–
Stimulus–Reasoning–Orien-tation–Response) model
of political communication effects” to those affor-
dances offered by Facebook to voters in Hong Kong;
he found “that Facebook network size and connec-
tions with public political actors exhibit both direct
and indirect effects on participation through
Facebook news, expression, and efficacy” (p. 430).
Danish Members of Parliament take advantage of
Facebook to shift political conversation online, a tac-
tic that works as well as or better than the conversa-
tion in political meetings (Sørensen, 2016). Others
have examined the effectiveness of “get out the vote”
campaigns that use Facebook to remind voters to go
to the polls (Haenschen, 2016). In their examination
of U.S. political campaigns in 2006 and 2008,
Williams and Gulati (2013) found that voter engage-
ment through Facebook depended on the literacy lev-
els of voters in the districts of candidates.
Acknowledging that researchers have learned a great
deal about the people who engage in political uses of
Facebook, Kearney (2017) asks instead about the con-
ditions under which they engage, noting that interper-
sonal and affective reasons predominate.
Two studies focused on the 2008 U.S. presiden-
tial election. Woolley, Limperos, and Oliver (2010)
present the results of a content analysis of Facebook
pages devoted to the two candidates (Obama and
McCain), noting that membership and activity levels
were higher for Obama. Hanson, Haridakis,
Cunningham, Sharma, and Ponder (2010) found that
social networking correlated negatively with political
cynicism and that other factors, such as user back-
ground, accounted for the level of use of the sites.
Pennington (2013) found differences between party
activity and constituent responses in the 2012
Republican party presidential primary elections:
“analysis of candidate posts showed a focus on mes-
sages to encourage voting, foreign policy, and party
politics, all while maintaining a primarily positive
tone. Constituent responses to posts indicated a pri-
marily negative tone with frequent flaming” (p. 19).
Facebook use also figures into local political
activity. Reddick, Chatfield, and Ojo (2017) provided
a theoretical framework to explain local citizen
engagement through “double loop learning” where
the local government provides both information (“sin-
gle loop”) and encourages citizen posts (the double
loop). An initial content analysis of the pages of local
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governments in Western Europe found a preponder-
ance of cultural activities, sports, and marketing-type
topics, but little response to them by citizens (Bonsón,
Royo, & Ratkai, 2015); the researchers noted the
impact of different media types (pictures, video, text)
on the citizen response rates. Kaigo and Okura (2016)
tracked page engagement with the Facebook page of
a local community in Japan, noting how different
functions of government achieved a greater number of
views while badly run government enterprises
depress the number. Lovari and Parisi (2015) report
an online survey of almost 1200 Facebook users of
sites sponsored by local Italian cities; users ranged
from those who limited responses of likes to fully
interactive users. The majority of users indicated a
preference for more interactive exchanges with local
officials. Lev-On and Steinfeld (2015) do something
comparable with pages sponsored by Israeli cities,
attempting to measure levels of engagement based on
a variety of characteristics of both place and user. In-
depth interviews with 38 young Londoners showed a
preference for two divergent goals: networking with
friends and family living in distant places and engage-
ment with the local community (Leurs, 2014). In
India, Kumar (2014) conducted ethnographic research
to track how disadvantaged youth adopt new tech-
nologies to engage the community.
The use of Facebook by activists has also caught
the attention of researchers, with many recognizing
that online social networks have enabled a new
approach to organizing political activities in various
countries. Harlow (2013) examines Facebook use in
the Arab Spring protests, particularly in Egypt.
Cabalin (2014) describes the online strategies
employed by the Chilean student protest movement,
noting that they used the pages to mobilize protests
and to document successes. Kang (2012) offers a sim-
ilar description of the “Boycott Whole Foods” move-
ment in the United States. Katz-Kimchi and
Manosevitch (2015) looked at the Facebook strategies
used in Greenpeace’s “Unfriend Coal” campaign;
similar to the Chilean students, the organization used
Facebook to mobilize support and to disseminate
information. Alende Castro (2015) examines the
Facebook strategies of labor organizers in Spain.
Treré and Cargnelutti (2014) studied the pages of
Movimiento por la Paz con Justicia y Dignidad in
Mexico, looking at the balance between information-
only pages and pages that promote dialogue. In
Finland, Sormanen, Lauk, and Uskali (2017) asked
similar questions of the pages of various ad hoc
groups, finding that the groups’ mission determined
whether the pages supported discussion or the pursuit
of societal influence; the mission also determined the
extent to which other media institutions quoted the
Facebook pages. Using framing analysis, Cmeciu and
Coman (2016) studied the pages of groups protesting
fracking in Romania by Chevron. The analysis
showed “a dominance of ‘land struggle’ as a collec-
tive action frame followed by ‘conflict’ and ‘solidari-
ty’ and a salience of photos and video files used as
framing devices of cultural relevance for Romanian
protesters and of evidence of offline anti-fracking
activism” (p. 19). Harlow and Guo (2014) take a less
optimistic view of Facebook’s role, based on their
look at immigration activism in the United States.
They conclude, “Analysis suggests technologies are
perhaps pacifying would-be activists, convincing
them they are contributing more than they actually
are. Thus, ‘slacktivism,’ or ‘clicktivism’ that takes
just a mouse click is potentially diluting ‘real’
activism” (p. 463). On the other hand, Penney (2015)
found a third approach between engagement and
slacktivism in his analysis of the Facebook Red Equal
Sign (for marriage equality) campaign: a way in
which “sympathetic citizens who would not otherwise
take on organizational commitments are brought into
the circle of participation by contributing to aggregate
projects of mediated public advocacy” (p. 52). 
The use of Facebook can lead to contradictions
within activist groups. Gerbaudo (2017) analyzes var-
ious protest groups (Occupy Wall Street, the indigna-
dos/15M movement in Spain, UK Uncut, etc.) and
discovers a conflict between the libertarian values of
the organizations and the leadership structures neces-
sitated by Facebook use. He describes the analysis in
this way:
Various aspects of the internal functioning of
vanguards are discussed: (a) their formation and
composition; (b) processes of internal coordina-
tion; (c) struggles over the control of social
media accounts. The article reveals the profound
contradiction between the leadership role exer-
cised by social media teams and the adherence
of digital activists to techno-libertarian values of
openness, horizontality, and leaderlessness. The
espousal of these principles has run against the
persistence of power and leadership dynamics
leading to bitter conflicts within these teams that
have hastened the decline of the movements they
served. These problems call for a new conceptu-
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al framework to better render the nature of lead-
ership in digital movements and for new politi-
cal practices to better regulate the management
of social media assets. (p. 185)
Another use of Facebook for political activism
leads to the formation of group identity. Morin and
Flynn (2014) track this for the U.S. Tea Party move-
ment; their analysis of pages showed various uses of
“polarization language” to distinguish the group from
others. Other discursive practices—solidarity lan-
guage or encouraging engagement—helped maintain
the identity of Palestinians in East Jerusalem during
the Gaza protests (De Vries, Simry, & Maoz, 2015).
Khamis (2016) examines a similar attempt to shape
the identity of Palestinian youth by building up a
sense of cultural autonomy.
Several scholars apply discourse analysis to
political pages on Facebook. Al-Tahmazi (2015)
explores how people reposition political actions and
discourse in Iraqi politics as ethnic or cultural dis-
courses. Slimovich (2016) looks at the 2011
Argentinian presidential election, noting how
Facebook pages appropriate the discourse of televi-
sion. Theodoropoulou (2016) raises the question of
the translation challenges encountered in cultural and
political discourse. Examining the Greek
Aganaktismenoi (indignants) movement, she propos-
es a functional variationist model. Chibuwe and
Ureke (2016) tracked a trend in which Facebook dis-
course of Zimbabwe’s political classes led to attacks
that other media picked up. Rowe (2015) explores
whether news organization’s attempt to move dis-
course to a more polite discussion by using Facebook,
which bans anonymous posts, rather than their own
pages that allow anonymity. He “finds that political
discussion on The Washington Post website is signif-
icantly more likely to be uncivil than discussion of the
same content on The Washington Post Facebook page.
Moreover, the incivility and impoliteness on The
Washington Post website are significantly more like-
ly to be directed towards other participants in the dis-
cussion compared to The Washington Post Facebook
page” (p. 121).
What kinds of content will have the greatest
influence? Bene (2017), studying viral memes in the
2014 Hungarian election, found that negative emo-
tion-filled posts achieved the greatest public reac-
tions. Larsson’s (2015) study of Norwegian politi-
cians reinforces the sense that politicians do not yet
know how to maximize Facebook for political pur-
poses: “the types of content least provided by the
politicians—acknowledging the support of others or
criticizing the actions by political peers or media
actors—emerge as the most popular in this regard.
Results further show that the most common type of
feedback is likes—a finding that suggesting that a
reassessment of the viral qualities of Facebook for
purposes like these is necessary” (p. 459). Steenkamp
and Hyde-Clarke (2014) came to similar conclusions
in their study of South African political uses of
Facebook. Others find that it may be too early to track
the influence of Facebook for official political com-
munication. Glassman, Straus, and Shogan (2015)
tracked two months of Facebook use by members of
the U.S. Congress, finding only few of them widely
followed and effective. Trying to better understand
how politicians can use Facebook Larsson (2016)
contrasts Norway and Sweden during election and
non-election cycles, tracking an “election effect” of
heightened use of Facebook. But, politicians may not
know how to or wish to influence their constituencies
through dialogue. Ross, Fountaine, and Comrie
(2015) noted that most politicians in New Zealand
used Facebook merely as another way to broadcast
their positions.
Trying to understand what politicians do, Pilgun
and Gradoselskaya (2015) introduce their work to
classify Russian social networks and the ways that
various actors attempt to influence public opinion on
Facebook. Nitschke, Donges, and Schade (2016)
examined the influence strategies of German political
organizations and found two general approaches:
linking and mobilization. Several studies look specif-
ically at influence and activism in the context of
peace efforts between Israel and Palestine: Simons
(2016) reviewing the work of Ta’ayush (an online
anti-Occupation group); and Mor, Ron, and Maoz
(2016), that of “Tweeting Arabs.” Where influence
fails, users with weak ties to each other will likely
break off contact with those with whom they dis-
agree, something that John and Dvir-Gvirsman
(2015) found among Israelis during the Israel-Gaza
conflict of 2014. Ndlovu and Mbenga (2013) hold
out more hope based on their study of youth in South
Africa, that their use of Facebook can enrich the pub-
lic sphere of politics.
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Both businesses and non-profit organizations
have quickly moved onto Facebook and in so doing
indirectly provide communication researchers with
access to their corporate communication strategies.
Some companies have their own Facebook pages and
seek to build communities of their followers—a pub-
lic relations use; others use more traditional advertis-
ing but with the ads appearing on Facebook rather
than in other media—an advertising use. 
Some studies of public relations aim for a more
descriptive approach, asking what companies actually
do in their public relations. Loureiro and Gomes
(2016) compared corporate Facebook pages for com-
panies in Portugal and Brazil, noting that the
Portuguese companies provide more materials while
the Brazilian ones received more comments from cus-
tomers. Pérez Dasilva, Genaut Arratibel, Meso Aierdi,
Mendiguren, Galdospín, Marauri Castillo, Iturregui
Mardaras, Rodríguez González, and Rivero
Santamarina (2013) similarly compare Facebook use
by three Spanish companies, identifying the strategies
used by each in responding to customer complaints.
Fraustino, and Connolly-Ahern (2015) offer a content
analysis of Fortune 500 companies’ Facebook pres-
ence, identifying posts or Facebook wall designs that
feature combinations of corporate ability and corpo-
rate social responsibility (CSR). 
Noting that Facebook allows more or less direct
access to stakeholders, Ji, Li, North, and Liu (2017)
conducted a content analysis of stakeholder engage-
ment with Fortune 500 companies. They conclude,
“Active stakeholders’ Facebook-based interactions as
leaving positive or negative comments with a company
are significant predictors of the company’s reputation
score” (p. 201). Crijns, Hudders, Cauberghe, and Claeys
(2015) were not able to predict a reputation score for
Belgium companies, based on their content analysis of
Facebook pages; however, they did find that users
shared public relations content more than marketing
content, even though they made more comments on the
marketing materials. Companies also communicated
with stakeholders via Facebook in crisis communica-
tion situations (DiStaso, Vafeiadis, & Amaral, 2015).
As a special case of public relations, Cho, Furey,
and Mohr (2017) examined CSR postings from 46 of
Fortune’s “World’s Most Admired Companies” list,
finding that the companies more often posted noncor-
porate social responsibility information, using an
informing strategy that did garner user engagement
more than for the corporate social responsibility mes-
sages. Kim, Kim, and Sung (2014) also examined a
set of postings by Fortune 100 companies dealing
with CSR and found that those posts that sought spe-
cific actions received a greater engagement through
likes and responses. Similarly, user engagement
increased with the frequency in which the corpora-
tions responded to those user comments.
Krishna and Kim (2015) look at the “dark side” of
corporate communication—comments made by
employees, classifying them into three general groups:
angry posts complaining about the companies, positive
posts expressing pride or gratitude, and petitions to
change behaviors. Einwiller and Steilen (2015) exam-
ine how companies handle such complaints, but focus
on customer complaints. Their results indicate a num-
ber of approaches:
Results reveal that the companies are not fully
embracing the opportunities of social media to
demonstrate their willingness to interact with
and assist their stakeholders. Organizational
responsiveness is only moderate, and companies
often try to divert complainants away from the
social network site. The most frequently applied
response strategy is asking complainants for fur-
ther information which does not appease com-
plainants. Response strategies that foster com-
plaint satisfaction are used less often. They com-
prise offering a corrective action, connecting the
complainant with someone who can provide a
problem solution, and thanking the complainant.
(p. 195)
As a kind of outlier in the corporate world, Park,
Lee, Yoo, and Nam (2016) describe governmental pub-
lic relations efforts by local governments to promote
tourism in Korea. Many of the same features appear as
on tourism industry pages.
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7. Examining Corporate Facebook Use
The use of Facebook for branding provides a
kind of hybrid between direct public relations and
marketing or advertising uses since brands promote
user identification of or with the company. Carah,
Brodmerkel, and Hernandez (2014) offer a case study
of Australian alcohol brands. They argue “that
Facebook works not just as a platform to harvest data
but also as a platform to manage the circulation of
affect and creation of social connections around
brands” (p. 259). Shen and Bissell (2013) offer a con-
tent analysis of Facebook use in branding by six beau-
ty products companies, exploring in particular viral
media campaigns. Ho (2015) asks, in terms of brands,
whether users identify more with Facebook commu-
nities or with the companies, finding that engagement
with the community can enhance identification with
the companies.
Firms still seek to find their way in terms of
advertising on Facebook, a fact reflected in a number
of mostly exploratory studies. Mochon, Johnson,
Schwartz, and Ariely (2017) specifically ask whether
Facebook presence can affect customer offline behav-
ior. In a field experiment they discovered that “no
effect of acquired page likes is found when customers
interact organically with the firm’s page, but a signif-
icant effect is found when the firm pays to boost its
page posts and thus uses its Facebook page as a plat-
form for paid advertising” (p. 306). However, Morris,
Choi, and Ju (2016), in a survey of undergraduate stu-
dents about their attitudes towards advertising,
attempted to judge emotional response. They found
that their sample of college users reacted more posi-
tively to ads “re-promoted” from friends rather that
those coming directly from the sponsor. A Korean
study examined the best spots to place ads (home
page ad, social impression ad, organic impression ad),
finding that organic impression ads linked to friends
carried greater weight among users (Jung, Shim, Jin,
& Khang, 2016). A large (N=3,500) study of South
African millennials (Duffett, 2015) found that
Facebook advertising had a positive effect on inten-
tion to purchase. Alhabash, McAlister, Quilliam,
Richards, and Lou (2015) studied young adults’
responses to marketing alcohol on Facebook, seeing it
as creating a social norm for alcohol consumption that
in turn led to greater consumption.
In a case study of the publishing industry,
Criswell and Canty (2014) reviewed over 10,000
posts, matching them to sales data over time. They
note that social media marketing works best with an
already established community of readers and not so
well with new authors. Phua and Ahn (2016) tested a
model in which likes, friends’ likes, and Facebook
intensity all interacted to predict attitudes to market-
ing. Studies in other industries—radio (Díaz-Campo
& Segado-Boj, 2013) and dairy (Linné, 2016)—indi-
cate that visualization leads to stronger customer
bonds. Heyman and Pierson (2013) discuss the impact
of firms’ using personal information gained from
Facebook to tailor their marketing messages, making
those messages more effective. 
Non-profit organizations also use Facebook for
communication and marketing. As with the corporate
use of Facebook, many studies offer a survey of
online activities. Lo and Waters (2012) and Waters
and Lo (2012) describe how religious organizations
and other non-profits in China manage their Facebook
interaction to better fit into traditional Chinese culture
(religious organizations) or to break with that culture
to seek social benefit (public benefit organizations).
Education and health care groups draw from both sets
of values. The global nature of Facebook also works
to blur such cultural boundaries. Cho, Schweickart,
and Haase (2014) note different levels of engagement
with non-profit sites, depending on the public rela-
tions model chosen. Bürger (2015) found that few
German foundations use social media, but do use
Facebook to promote events. Saxton and Waters
(2014) explored the dynamics of Facebook use, ask-
ing what leads to greater engagement (a question on
the minds of all corporate users). They write, “A con-
tent analysis of 1,000 updates from organizations on
the Nonprofit Times 100 list indicates that, based on
what they comment on and like, individuals prefer
dialogic, as well as certain forms of mobilizational,
messages; however, they are more likely to share one-
way informational messages with their own net-
works” (p. 280).
Brown and Vaughn (2011) discuss the pros and
cons of a very different corporate use of Facebook: as
an information provider to the HR department for use
in hiring decisions. Noting a paucity of empirical evi-
dence about these practices, they present the dangers
of potential discrimination based on using informa-
tion drawn from Facebook profiles as well as the
potential benefit of learning job-relevant information.
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A. Surveillance and privacy
Some issues that attracted the attention of com-
munication researchers seem more specific to
Facebook’s features. These include issues of privacy
and surveillance, as well as issues of legal restrictions
or guidelines. With its networks of users and the
amount of personal information (ranging from photos,
activities, preferences, “friends,” and so on), Facebook
lends itself to surveillance uses; in its case, though,
users voluntarily surrender a measure of privacy, wide-
ly broadcasting their activities, for example, to anyone
who cares to observe. Several scholars offer a theoret-
ical consideration of surveillance. Some liken the
Facebook world to Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon
prison where jailers can constantly observe inmates
(Trottier, 2012; Lin, 2013; Penney, 2014); others devel-
op this construct with an appeal to Foucault’s contem-
porary extension of the idea as a site that controls its
users (Gilchrist, 2013). Netchitailova (2012) goes a
step further by examining the question from both the
theoretical and the empirical sides, adding user inter-
views. She divides the surveillance issue into user and
the corporate sides, as “social” or “institutional.” “The
social focuses on the control of personal information,
while the institutional focuses on the data usage by cor-
porations, such as Facebook. . . . [U]sers care about
both social and institutional privacy, but while, in most
cases, they are quite aware and concerned about the
surveillance aspect of Facebook’s usage, the benefits of
using the network at this moment are too strong to
either leave Facebook or switch to an alternative medi-
um” (p. 683). Hull (2015), conscious of Foucault’s
approaches, presents a more detailed philosophical and
social critique of what he calls the “privacy paradox.” 
The real question, then, is why privacy self-man-
agement occupies such a prominent position in
privacy law and regulation. Borrowing from
Foucault’s late writings, I argue that this failure
to protect privacy is also a success in ethical sub-
ject formation, as it actively pushes privacy
norms and practices in a neoliberal direction. In
other words, privacy self-management isn’t
about protecting people’s privacy; it’s about
inculcating the idea that privacy is an individual,
commodified good that can be traded for other
market goods. Along the way, the self-manage-
ment regime forces privacy into the market,
obstructs the functioning of other, more social,
understandings of privacy, and occludes the var-
ious ways that individuals attempt to resist
adopting the market-based view of themselves
and their privacy. (p. 89)
Several others have offered similar broad interpreta-
tions of what Facebook has done to ideas of privacy.
Fuchs (2012) approaches the question from the stand-
point of political economy, noting that Facebook
depends on the commodification of users’ data.
Bechmann (2014) analyzes how the “consent culture”
of Facebook leads users to accept policies through the
End-User License Agreement that in effect become
non-informed consent, coerced through the social pres-
sure to join the network.
Ivana (2013) asks the question slightly different-
ly, interviewing Romanian users about their under-
standing of both self-presentation and peer monitoring
on Facebook and their reasons for joining the social
network despite their knowledge of the surveillance
they accept. Gadekar and Pant (2015) similarly survey
users about their knowledge of and attitudes to privacy
on Facebook and their use of the privacy settings, find-
ing only a tenuous link between knowledge and action.
Venkat, Pichandy, Barclay, and Jayaseelan (2014)
found even less knowledge about privacy on Facebook
among users in North and South India, where those sur-
veyed largely did not know that their data were open to
the public. Chamarro Lusar, Bertran Martí, Oberst, and
Torres Rodríguez (2016) identified three patterns of
privacy among teens: exposed (information available
to all), restrictive (open to invitations), and protective
(open only to friends), noting that these teen users
become more sophisticated over time in regards to their
privacy. Butler, McCann, and Thomas (2011) asked
whether Facebook users know about the various priva-
cy settings, particularly as these change over time with
Facebook’s policies. While most thought that they
knew the settings and policies, the study found that
most did not. Others found that, among college stu-
dents, attitudes toward privacy and gender mattered
more than knowledge about Facebook’s privacy set-
tings in a user’s choice of enacting the privacy settings
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8. Legal and Ethical Issues
(Gadekar & Pant, 2015). Perhaps not surprisingly, a
different class of users—information professionals in
Turkey—did know the privacy settings policies and
actively changed them (Külcü & Henkoǧlu, 2014).
Other users actively block the sharing of information,
applying the privacy settings more intentionally
(Öngün & Demiraǧ, 2014).
Several researchers applied Communication
Privacy Management Theory to Facebook. Waters and
Ackerman (2011) asked college students about their
reasons for using Facebook and their attitudes to vol-
untary disclosure of information, finding that most
disclosed information for the sake of distant friends,
as a way of keeping up with each other. Child and
Westermann (2013) asked young adults about friend
requests from parents and learned that those they sur-
veyed made few restrictions in granting parents
access to their Facebook pages. The results indicate
that this group sees no privacy dilemma in sharing
with their parents, even though a power differential
exists. Child, Duck, Andrews, Butauski, and Petronio
(2015) focused on young adults’ communication with
family members. They note, “the interior family pri-
vacy orientation and Facebook privacy management
practices significantly predicted variations of online
and offline Facebook communication with siblings,
parents, and grandparents about social media” (p.
349). They further suggest some changes to the
Communication Privacy Management theory in the
light of Facebook’s straddling the boundaries between
kinds of privacy. Miller, Danielson, Parcell, Nicolini,
and Boucher (2016) discovered a shifting social
dynamic in regards to privacy and family communi-
cation on Facebook. They noted four themes among
their 80 respondents about dealing with family con-
flict: “(1) desiring limits on information co-owner-
ship, (2) desiring expansion of co-ownership rights,
(3) creating inappropriate assumptions based on lim-
ited private information, and (4) encountering privacy
breakdowns” (p. 4). Their respondents indicated
greater ambivalence about sharing information with
parents than those in the other studies mentioned here.
Though not specifically referencing the theory,
Marwick and boyd (2014) note that theories of priva-
cy have not kept up with the digital world.
“Traditional models of privacy are individualistic, but
the realities of privacy reflect the location of individ-
uals in contexts and networks. The affordances of
social technologies, which enable people to share
information about others, further preclude individual
control over privacy” (p. 1051). This public private
world has led teen users, especially, to re-think their
understanding of privacy.
B. Free speech
A number of other, non-privacy, issues that
touch on Facebook’s policies have also appeared in
communication research. Carr (2017) reviews claims
that Facebook blacklists certain stories. Facebook
has also appeared in U.S. court cases over free
speech. Sarapin and Morris (2014) review a case in
which a judge ruled against a public-sector employee
who lost his job for clicking “like” on a Facebook
page. The judgement concluded that clicking on a
web page did not qualify as “sufficient” speech to
merit protection. “Employing relevance theory, [the
researchers] explored whether Facebook users’ atti-
tudes and practice indicate the expectation of free-
speech protection” and found that a vast majority of
their sample thought that clicking is indeed commu-
nication (p. 131). 
Johnson (2016) offers a theoretical analysis of the
nature and possibilities of free speech via Facebook.
He argues
that Facebook is furthering an “aggregational”
theory of freedom of expression, whereby pri-
macy is given to the sheer capacity or potential
for individuals to communicate using platforms
such as Facebook, rather than the quality or
importance of that speech. Under this free
speech paradigm, Facebook projects itself as
benevolent compared to repressive state actors
that wield the legal authority to censor speech,
while failing to address its own power as an
arbiter of global freedom of expression. Such an
approach is problematic for two reasons. First,
the quantity of online voices does not automati-
cally translate into quality of online discourse—
strict norms would cramp the range of discourse
on Facebook regardless of the number of active
daily users. Second, valuing quantity over quali-
ty could lead individuals to be more forgiving of
Facebook’s arbitrary and capricious methods of
governing user content. (p. 19)
C. Corporate policy
Facebook as a company has had to develop var-
ious policies as it confronts various legal demands—
an ongoing challenge for the company and for regu-
lators. Montgomery (2015) argues for added protec-
tion for teens in terms of privacy, particularly as big
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data practices of consumer data collection touch
them. She bases her argument on the nature of teen
development: impulsiveness and emotional volatility.
One proposed protection resulted in Facebook’s “real
names” policy, which banned anonymous users.
MacAulay and Moldes (2016) criticize the policy:
“Using approaches from queer theory, internet stud-
ies, surveillance scholarship, and social theory, we
argue that real names policies are not about promot-
ing safety but about rendering users transparent to
markets and the state” (p. 6). On a different front,
Hendus (2015) notes that Facebook’s language poli-
cy (behind its “See Translation” button) rests on
largely unstated criteria, operating beyond the explic-
it choices of users. 
Regulators and public officials must also con-
front new privacy questions with Facebook. How
private are their posts? Burkell, Fortier, Wong, and
Simpson (2014) note that law enforcement agencies
have used Facebook posts, judging no expectation of
privacy and thus no civil protections. Their study of
user behavior indicates that users do treat Facebook
as a public space, even if they intend a somewhat
limited audience. Russomanno (2016) discusses a
United States Supreme Court reversal of a convic-
tion of a man posting threatening messages on
Facebook (Elonis v. United States); in so doing, the
Court did not consider First Amendment (rights of
freedom of expression) issues, but limited itself to a
narrower reading of the statute under which the
lower courts convicted the man. Russomanno argues
that the Court missed an opportunity to better define
the lines between free expression and threatening
discourse.
Slaughter, (2015) identifies another potential gap
in Facebook’s terms of service agreements: the rights
of fiduciaries dealing with the online materials of
deceased clients. He argues that the U.S. Stored
Communications Act has not kept up with current prac-
tices and that Facebook should update its terms of serv-
ice to allow access by fiduciaries.
D. Ethics
As with any new technology, Facebook and its
practices have raised a number of ethical concerns,
ranging from the specific—its autoplay feature
streaming the on-air murder of two journalists
(Davisson, 2017; Jones, 2017)—to the more general,
such as the use of “public” Facebook data in
research. Zimmer (2010) presents a case study in
which researchers collected “anonymized” data on a
cohort of college students whose identities were
quickly revealed by sophisticated users. Zimmer
“articulates a set of ethical concerns that must be
addressed before embarking on future research in
social networking sites, including the nature of con-
sent, properly identifying and respecting expecta-
tions of privacy on social network sites, strategies for
data anonymization prior to public release, and the
relative expertise of institutional review boards when
confronted with research projects based on data
gleaned from social media” (p. 313). In the context of
studies of a protest movement in Northern Ireland,
Reilly and Trevisan (2016) suggest ethical guidelines
to protect the privacy of those posting on the move-
ment’s Facebook page, distinguishing between pub-
lic figures and rank and file members.
The blurring of public and private can have nega-
tive ethical consequences. Weijs, Majowicz, Coe,
Desmarais, and Jones-Bitton (2017) present the case of
some Canadian health care workers. While most
refrained from posting about work, between 12% and
25% felt it appropriate to mix their worlds, a situation
that the researchers judged might damage the credibil-
ity of public health concerns. A similar blurring of pub-
lic and private occurs with law enforcement’s use of
Facebook for evidence in criminal proceedings.
Burkell, Fortier, Wong, and Simpson (2014) review
privacy practices and, based on user information, con-
clude that most people have no legal expectation of
online privacy, even though they may not realize how
public their postings are.
Tello (2013) also raises the issue of privacy, but in
terms of Facebook’s changes to its privacy policy. She
suggests that such changes, as well as practices like
aggregating user data or users’ unfounded presumption
of greater protection, damages “intimacy” privacy. 
From a theoretical perspective Bonenfant and
Farmer (2014) explore how the affordances of
Facebook affect various kinds of freedom (freedom
as duty, freedom as satisfaction) based on Kant’s
deontological ethics, Foucault’s ethics, and Bentham
and Mill’s utilitarian approach. Taking a different
starting point—one rooted in our growing depend-
ence on technology—Bondar (2015) asks how we
might include ethical guidelines in our online cul-
tures, lest we risk losing our humanity to technologi-
cal practice.
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A. Health communication
Given its nature as a social media site open to all,
Facebook has featured a number of health-related
pages or groups. Health communication researchers
have examined these from a number of perspectives.
Several have assessed diabetes-related pages (Hunt,
2015; Hunt & Koteyko, 2015), cancer screening (Kee,
Sparks, Struppa, Mannucci, & Damiano, 2016), breast
cancer (Abramson, Keefe, & Chou, 2015); sexual
health practices in religiously or culturally conserva-
tive countries (Khawaja, Ali, & Khan, 2017), and
Thoracic Outlet Syndrome (Walker, 2014). Eichenberg,
Schott, and Aden (2016) take a slightly different
approach to their study of how counseling institutions
use Facebook resources for psychosocial problems.
They note, “With regard to the presence of psychoso-
cial counseling services on Facebook it shows on one
hand, that many institutions already have their own
presence, and on the other hand they differ consider-
ably in terms of activity, informativeness, and kind of
organization. The needs of users are thereby met only
partially” (p. 34). Syn and Kim (2016) investigate how
college students, who may lack access to health infor-
mation, seek or share health information. The “findings
showed that college students are willing to read and
post health-related information on Facebook when the
health topic is not sensitive. In addition, there are clear
differences in preferences between professional
sources and personal sources as health information
sources” (p. 743).
Facebook holds out great promise for pharmaceu-
tical companies to address people directly about health
management. Geoghegan and Monseau (2011) provide
a case study of Johnson & Johnson’s Facebook efforts
to establish online communities for those with or car-
ing for those with attention-deficit hyperactivity disor-
der. They also discuss the policy issues, particularly in
light of the fact that, as of their writing in 2011, the
United States Food and Drug Administration had not
issued any guidelines. 
B. Language
Language also offers a rich area of research for
communication scholars interested in Facebook.
Facebook users themselves manifest various approach-
es to language, either through bilingualism or ideology.
Young bilinguals in Wales help shape attitudes towards
their language in their Facebook groups, which
Cunliffe, Morris, and Prys (2013) attribute to a number
of factors, both the affordances of the social network
and offline policies. National language policies based
on various ideologies can also affect Facebook, a situ-
ation explored by Phyak (2015) in terms of the com-
peting uses of Nepali and English in Nepalese
Facebook groups. Sherman and Švelch (2015) consid-
er language management on Czech Facebook pages
where “grammar Nazis” enforce standard written
Czech through humor. They argue that the practice
results from a language ideology even though the coun-
try does not have a formal language policy. Turkey
does, however, have such a policy, first enforced with
the establishment of the secular state and the adoption
of the Roman alphabet. Yazan (2015) explores “the tex-
tual and visual cultural artifacts produced, reconstruct-
ed, and disseminated in seven focal Facebook groups
which have been created to maintain the use of
Ottoman Turkish script and vocabulary. The recurrent
themes centering on language policing in these virtual
environments indicate that the postings are usually
used to convince the group members that they need
Ottoman Turkish to secure their ties and reconnect with
their ancestors’ cultural heritage, to provide them with
instructional support and practice opportunities, and to
reach out to or align the group with macro language
policing practices” (p. 335).
Facebook groups also provide space for
“autochthonous heritage” languages, such as Low
German, a regional language in northern Germany
(Reershemius, 2017) or Albanian as spoken in Pristina,
Kosovo (Conforti, 2016). Facebook also provides a
space—though with challenges—for speakers of a pri-
marily oral language to communicate. Tahiri (2016)
offers a case study of speakers of Tarifit, a language of
the Rifian Berbers in Morocco. This group chooses not
to use the Arabic scripts taught in the Moroccan
schools, but experiments with Latin characters supple-
mented with Arabic numerals. 
Nartey (2013) takes a different approach and
applies speech act theory to the Facebook pages of
Ghanaian university students. He notes that of the five
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characteristic speech acts, directives and assertives
appear most frequently. “The study also revealed that
the messages are informed and conditioned by multi-
ple pragmatic notions, and reflect the socio-cultural
variation and culture-specificity of language use . . . ”
(p. 114).
C. Grief
Facebook has become a public memorial site for
those grieving or remembering the dead. Sabra (2017)
charts the use of various norms in Danish mourners’
sites, suggesting a difference in “netiquette” between
mourning and memorialization. Mourning, particularly
that involving deep emotion best occurs in private
spaces (p. 36), while memorials should include life-
affirming accounts and positive memories of the
deceased, with few expectations of sympathy or sup-
port (p. 37). Pennington (2017) also investigates the
value of Facebook in times of loss through a survey
and identifies key variables (time since death, relation
to the deceased, Facebook use) that influence whether
users find Facebook as helpful or hurtful in mourning.
Memorial pages form part of the grieving
process, but these pages too can merit different eval-
uations. Marwick and Ellison (2012) examine 37
memorial pages and note how the affordances of
Facebook allow wider audiences to participate but at
the cost of a loss of context. In addition, page users
often must engage in impression management of the
deceased. Rossetto, Lannutti, and Strauman (2015)
acknowledge the difficulties of what they call a “cop-
ing paradox,” as users simultaneously use Facebook
for information dissemination, community support,
and preservation of memories. While death is univer-
sal, mourning follows cultural norms. Al-Shboul and
Maros (2013) explore those norms in the context of
condolences expressed in Jordanian Arabic. Using
speech act theory applied to 678 posted comments
after the death of a Jordanian actor, they identify
seven strategies: “praying for God’s mercy and for-
giveness for the deceased, reciting Quranic verses,
enumerating the virtues of the deceased, expressing
shock and grief, offering condolences, realizing death
is a natural part of life; and using proverbs and say-
ings” (p. 151).
D. Negative aspects of Facebook
Online social networks, like any human net-
works, afford people the opportunity to behave badly.
Communication researchers have looked into a number
of negative experiences on Facebook. Kopecký (2016)
offers an overview of online dangers to children, based
on a survey of Czech children and young people (8–17
year olds), and finds that most reported cyberbullying,
sexting, and online dating issues. Ging and O’Higgins
Norman (2016) looked at the link between gender and
online bullying or aggression through an empirical
study of teen girls at an Irish secondary school. They
note that such conflict is both part of the girls’ lives and
often misunderstood. Rachoene and Oyedemi’s (2015)
digital ethnography among college students in South
Africa found “that attacks on intelligence and physical
appearance, sexting and outing, insults and threats are
common bullying types,” with the use of sexually
explicit pictures common among the group studied (p.
302). Less serious than cyberbullying, mockery is also
common on line. Maíz-Arévalo (2015) found such lan-
guage common across cultures in her datasets of
British English and peninsular Spanish groups.
However, she noted that the groups use framing strate-
gies to soften the language and restrict it to certain dis-
course types, as for example in replying to bragging.
Toma (2017) examined the prevalence of decep-
tion among those young people seeking romance
through Facebook. After reviewing the relevant liter-
ature she describes the cues people use to detect
deception and the accuracy of those tools. Other uses
seem less successful in resisting phishing (the attempt
to obtain sensitive information through online fraud).
Vishwanath (2015) found that habitual Facebook use
and a lack of awareness make people more vulnerable
to such attacks. Matamoros-Fernández (2017) coins
the term “platformed racism” to describe online
racism abetted by Facebook and other social net-
works. Using a case study from Australia, she notes
that such hate speech not only occurs on the online
platform, but also involves the infrastructure and poli-
cies of the platforms. 
Bode and Vraga (2015) propose a method to cor-
rect misinformation reported though Facebook: the
use of a link to related stories that correct the misin-
formation. 
Another danger arises with overuse of Facebook.
Tang, Chen, Yang, Chung, and Lee (2016) explored the
determinants of “Facebook addiction” in a Taiwan-
based study. While only a small number of the college
students surveyed fell into their “addict” category, they
estimated 17% were in danger, spending over eight
hours a day on the site. They note that interpersonal
relationships and online social support predicted the
extent of addiction.
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E. Entertainment
Facebook provides a number of modes of enter-
tainment. Chen, Shen, and Ma (2012) explore
Facebook’s online games in terms of functionality and
usability through interviews with experts and a survey
of gamers. They noted the types of appeal of the games
(such as ease of play or social interaction) and gamer
preferences. They conclude that the appeal of
Facebook games results from game designs that satisfy
user needs. A case study in Brazil, organized around a
telenovela, explores the practice of co-viewing, con-
necting Facebook groups with television watching and
this creating a kind of hybrid form of entertainment
(Pires de Sá & Roig, 2016).
F. Research
As is evident from so many studies cited here,
communication researchers often turn to Facebook in
their research. Rains and Brunner (2014) provide a
review of the literature of research on social network
sites, as mentioned above. Their concerns for the
issues of generalizability, potential privileging of one
source of data, a focus on a few features, and the
obsolescence of findings bear further reflection.
Other researchers suggest that we direct attention to
specific research methods. Baltar and Brunet (2012)
describe sampling methods to use with Facebook
groups, then apply their work to a case of Argentinean
entrepreneurs in Spain. Robertson (2014) offers more
general advice on data mining on Facebook and other
social networks. Wells and Link (2014) encourage the
use of large data sets based on probability sampling to
obtain more representative results. Initial analysis of
their data indicates that “Facebook users are signifi-
cantly more likely to be women, teens, whites, and
adults with at least a high school diploma” (p. 1042).
Parra, Gordo, and D’Antonio (2014) propose a spe-
cific use of the “big data” from Facebook to inform
social research. They apply their method to a study of
people at risk of driving under the influence of alco-
hol or drugs. 
In a more theoretical piece Bouvier (2015)
describes a discourse studies approach applied to social
media that would shed light on “how language, identi-
ty, cross-cultural social relations and power play out in
the rapidly evolving landscape of social media” (p.
149). Another theoretical piece (Allmer, 2014) encour-
ages emancipatory research based on critical theory
and political economy.
Van Loon and Unsöld (2014) propose a way for
scholars to study Facebook and other social networks,
while avoiding the problems of applying Actor-
Network Theory to network processes. By suggesting a
different conceptual approach to the idea of a network,
they offer a way to combine empirical study with vir-
tual spaces. Several other researchers have proposed
network analysis methods as a way to better understand
Facebook loyalty and the development of social net-
works in general (Barnett & Benefield,, 2017; Chiu,
Cheng, Huang, & Chen, 2013). 
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10. Conclusion
This review has highlighted some of the ways in
which communication researchers have examined
Facebook. For many of these scholars, Facebook
offers a found resource, something they could use to
explore what they planned. These studies typically
apply existing communication theories to show how
Facebook users act consistently with those theories,
whether to engage in interpersonal communication
(relationship development or maintenance), in politi-
cal communication (working for the election of a
given candidate), in organizational communication,
or in some other area. All of those uses and findings
appear more or less predictable based on what we
already know about communication behavior.
Relatively few of the studies take into account the
affordances provided by Facebook, though some
scholars mention those affordances as they describe
how Facebook works in or alongside of one or anoth-
er aspect of communication practice. But few articles
in communication examine Facebook itself, that is,
few of these pay attention to the larger picture.
Here the media ecology approach might prove
helpful. Media ecology asks us to consider the ecosys-
tem in which the media function. Much like in the bio-
logical metaphor it draws upon, those elements of
communication—whether the communication hard-
ware, software, or the ideas communicated—function
within a much more complex system of culture and
society, of technology and ideology. This wider
approach might allow researchers to get a better sense
of how Facebook interacts with other communication
providers and tools, for example. Facebook has indeed
disrupted some traditional practices of communication
but redefined others. We find, for example, many peo-
ple turning to Facebook to receive the news or to
engage in a political communication or to find enter-
tainment. And yet how Facebook has the influence it
has remains somewhat under-researched. This kind of
a concern has taken on greater interest with the various
accusations of how one or another group influenced
elections in countries other than their own through the
manipulation of social media groups. Facebook seems
particularly given to the spread of rumor or other
unsubstantiated claims. In fact some very recent
research indicates that falsehoods will spread much
more quickly on social media than true statements or
even the attempts to correct those falsehoods
(Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018). 
How do the affordances of Facebook work
together to create the effect that it has? What are the
affordances? Why has Facebook taken on such a pow-
erful role throughout the world? Certainly network
effects play a role, with people wishing to be on the
same social network as friends or family. But why has
Facebook expanded to so many other functions and
begun representing so many other groups?
Communication researchers would do well to
stand back and try to understand Facebook within the
larger context or larger environment. The communica-
tion technology alone cannot explain the forces that
have situated Facebook. One should also consider fac-
tors as wide-ranging as users’ personal qualities (issues
of self-esteem or a desire for social contact), historical
issues, economic forces, regulatory and other structures
inherited from older media, the connection between
entertainment and Facebook’s substitution of other
activities as entertainment (games, envy of others, gos-
sip, etc.), the seeming empowerment that one can
accomplish things through clicking on Facebook but-
ton rather than through other kinds of activities, other
social factors, and the intended and unintended conse-
quences of engineering design decisions (such as the
addictive quality of Facebook use, developed through
various forms of psychological reinforcement).
A second trend emerging from this research
appears in the origin of the work. Perhaps not surpris-
ingly in an interconnected age, but still somewhat
remarkable, is the number of researchers from the num-
ber of countries who have turned their research atten-
tion to Facebook. Facebook, of course, represents a
multinational company, which has over a billion users
scattered throughout the world. But the similarity in the
use of Facebook across these many cultures—journal-
istic, political, educational, organizational, and so on—
does seem surprising. One might expect more cultural
difference across the users of Facebook. Why has this
communication technology become so culturally
homogenous? Is there some something rooted in the
technology itself that directs the users only to certain
approaches and functions? How has corporate policy
shaped the way people use Facebook? Does that policy
make the platform available to people in different
countries only in certain ways? This similarity suggests
that Facebook differs from other communication tech-
nologies that saw greater regional differences as they
took root. Researchers appear to take other things for
granted as well. Few studies, at least of those reviewed
here, ask about the linguistic differences on Facebook.
Facebook does allow various language postings and
even translates them. Still, how have human users
become so homogenized in their approaches to and dis-
cussion of this new technology?
A third point of reflection that emerges from this
review has to do with the way that Facebook itself
seems to have become transparent or disappeared from
the research. Very few studies examine the company.
Very few studies look at the infrastructure that lies
behind Facebook and the structured use of the plat-
form’s affordances. Instead, for many researchers,
Facebook seems to become simply another communi-
cation medium. Few people question the nature of that
medium or how the various affordances of the medium
may interact to create particular attitudes and
approaches, even among researchers. One looks for
research that makes Facebook itself much more visible.
Even when people note that Facebook fulfills tra-
ditional functions of communication, no one seems to
ask how those functions differ when they appear on
Facebook—more typically people ask how the func-
tions work in the same way or how companies or jour-
nalists employ them to accomplish existing goals. If
Facebook displaces or replaces or complements exist-
ing communication practices, one should acknowledge
the fact that Facebook must be similar enough to exist-
ing communication that users can quickly learn
Facebook and its processes and methods; at the same
time, it must be different enough to attract users by fea-
tures unavailable in other places.
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Fourth, few of the studies reviewed here apply
critical theory to Facebook. People have observed that,
like other media, the owners sell their users/
viewers/listeners to advertisers. Some (Karakayali &
Kilic, 2013) note that social network users perform
“analytic labor” for the networks. 
Fifth, the great majority of studies reviewed here
make use of relatively small convenience samples.
These provide some grounds for exploratory studies
and explanations, but others should not generalize
them to the entire population without further study.
Much of what gets reported should realistically be lim-
ited to undergraduate students.
Despite the great number of articles published in
the relatively recent years about Facebook, much
remains to be studied. Communication researchers will
find a great deal of richness in Facebook, both for those
who use Facebook simply as sources of data, but per-
haps even more importantly for those who would begin
to study Facebook as both a company and a platform,
as something too often taken for granted.
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